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Literacy Rates PLUMMET—Who’s Responsible? 

Jared, 19 

 Students around Michigna Tech have 

noticed a strange phenomenomon occurring 

around campus within the past few months. 

Reports are flowing in about jubmeld 

spellings in RSO advertisements and 

images, going as far as appearing in 

enterprise info notices. The Daily Bull seeks 

to answer the question: Why is literacy 

plummebting? What do we do? Who do we 

call?   

 One leading theory straight from The 

Bull recalls a time from the olden days - the 

days before The Big C. Covib. The 

pandemic created artificial anti-intelligence 

the likes of which the world has never seen 

before. Political discourse and 

fearmorngering thrusted our society into a 

state of overzealous keyboard-smashing 

over nothingburgers. Do you guys 

remember the whole Ivermectin thing? The 

hell was that about? Perhaps political 

brainrot is a contributor towards MTU’s 

illiteracy issue!  

 It would be far too simple to say this is 

the only cause though. Illiberaty is a 

nuanced topic especially when it comes to 

intentional misspelling. Kids these days and 

their damn “eepy”s and “sleeb” and “eeby 

deeby”. One might argue that this is the next 

step into English, a natural progression of 

communicabiton that will progress until this 

article is utterly incomprehensible. One 

might argue that this is just fellow Huskies 

being “quirked up” and “silly gooses”. 

Many such cases.  

 Leading Scholars have sed on thu 

matter, “dafuq do I have to do with this? I’m 

just tooering campis. R yoo telling mee y’awl 

don’t no how to reed and rite? Soundz liek a 

skill issoo to mi —- maybee I shoodnt do 

hear” 

 Inn respons to the ipmedning 

literbacy crisis, MTU realsed a poster 

encourging literahcy on campis 



Hi, my name is Big Al, and I approve this message 

• Read or write, apparently 

• Toil 

• Feudalism 

• Afford a River 

• Control the Mississippi 

• Die of Consumption at Age 13 

• Ford a River 

• Die in a War 

• Yoke an Ox 

• Thresh Wheat 

• Rotate Crops 

• Die of Smallpox (it dead) 

• Crop Share 

• Share Cropping 

• Giving Oxen 

• Tar and Feather People 

• Construct Monoliths 

• Move the Moai Heads 

• Build Pyramids (We Can’t 

Build it with Today’s Technol-

ogy) 

• Build Stuff that Starts Conspir-

acy Theories 

• Dig Trenches 

• Get Beheaded 

• Pour Boiling Oil on Invading 

Enemies 

• Castrate Boys to Play Female 

Characters and be Sopranos 

• Castrate Catholic Boys to 

Fight as an Elite Mercenary 

Guard of the Sultan 

• Retain Jobs as Chivalrous 

Knights 

• Castrate People to Serve the 

Emperor 

• Worship Ra. All They Do is 

Dam the Nile. Their Hearts 

are Heavier than a Feather. 

• Sacrificce the Firstborn Lest 

the Angel of Death Get to Us 

(in Hypixel Skywars) 

• Make Damascus Steel 

• Establish Colonies Like the 

Phoenecians 

• Butcher a Bison with a Hand 

Axe 

• Build a Ziggurat 

• Reap What They Sow 

• Fend Off the Sea People 

• Settle Roanoke 

• Figure Out What Was the 

Mysterious Civilization that 

Caused the Copper Range to 

Collapse 

• Make Bronze 

• Get Tin from the Mines in 

Cornwall 

• Caulk and Float They Wagon 

• Spell 

• Speedrun Super Mario Bros 3 

• Camel Caravan Across the 

Desert 

• Be Financed by that One 

Dude with a Lot of Gold 

• Join the War on Drugs on the 

Side of the Drugs 

• Stone a Heretic in the Town 

Square 

• Crush a Guy Between 2 Very 

Big Stones 

• Throw the First Stone 

• Live in a Glass House 

The Steaming Pile 

Straight from you-know-where!  

What This Generation Can’t Do 


